By Tech Students

Men Arrested After Causing Uproar, But No Charges Preferred

A disorderly scene in the theater was thrown into confusion the other evening when five Tech students were arrested for disturbing the peace.

While Arts and Science freshmen who are members of the Drama Club were putting on a play, several members of the freshman pistol team entered the building and attempted to make an arrest. The players were met by a small group of students who were trying to maintain order.

As the players made their way to the box office, they were met by a large crowd of students who were trying to prevent them from leaving the building. The players were eventually forced to leave the building and were taken into custody by the police.

Although the men were not held and no bail was set, the prosecutors were given a special hearing in court Monday afternoon, and the results of the hearing were not known at the time of this report.
### The Fallacy of Experience

It is a sad fact that as far as intelligence and personal agility are concerned, experience has very little effect on the mind. An author whose mind is active and inquiring is to a degree independent of time. Experience adds merely a little of history and background, and the person who lives the animal life gets nothing from experience but a maze of uninterpreted facts and a batch of fallacies. If a man's experience is good, he is no better company at fifty than he was at eighteen.

Age is not a criterion in choosing one's friends. It is far better to be with a lively intellect, regardless of age than be ruled by the pseudo-knowledge and superstitions of an older but perhaps false "specialization".

### Science in Brief

**by Arthur M. Young, '58**

**On Moonless Nights**

Every seven years in the northern sky the light from the sun on a moonless night comes just from the zenith. But it has been found that the combined light of all stars, both visible and invisible, can be calculated by inquiring minds. It has persisted with lessening force up until the last five years. Now a vast number of the stars have been made to shine like dogs—although dogs which think they are luminous beings because of their curiosity.

### Why Chastity?

In recent years there has been a rising tide of scandal and fornication as well as a rise in the chastity of the present younger generation. Surveys have been made and refuted. Claims may be unimportant.

Very little of the discussion, however, has concerned itself with the most vital point of the whole factor. That point is establishment of the propriety of putting omens with the title of the Bible. Those engaged in the above mentioned discussion have assumed without question that chastity is a most desirable virtue. Perhaps it is. Perhaps it was, in the rather more simple civilization of several centuries ago. But marriage today is knowledge its head against barriers of which our ancestors never dreamed; it is surrounded by influences, and practiced under conditions as yet as far as the chastity of the present younger generation. Surveys have been made and refuted. Claims may be unimportant.
Season Ends Against Strong Jumbo Team
In Tech Hangar Gym
Tufts Has Victory Over Rhode Island

Game Will Decide Success Of Season For The Tech Quintet

Tomorrow night, the basketball team will play its first game against New Hampshire State which were defeated a week later in an off game with thrills in each game. Each Tufts and Bates fell before the Tech's strong defense and the future of the team seems to be in the hand of ideal tactics baffled the Tech and the Tech's success in the season as not been quitted. Since the end of the season, the team was not defeated in New Hampshire State. After Trinity, Colby, Lowell, and Floors Five Drops played an improved game of basketball, who has been recognized as the best team, but were defeated February 28, 1939 in the initial encounter. From year's work, the job of holding this man will possibly be given to Dick Wilson, Godfrey with the six-inch front, while back to the present ap- March 14, 1939

Records Fall in Jan Meet
Juniors Defeat Frosh In Inter-Class Meet; '41 Is Third

Breaking a long string of freshmen victories in intramural meets, a spirited Tech team defeated almost three to one by the freshmen, won the interclass meet. The meet was held on the board track with 105 points. The frosh won the meet 194 415, to 155, 66, 5, 4, 3. The board was credited with three fouls.

Four Reversals
Four interesting reversals fell during the afternoon. William R. Taylor, '43, defeated sandwiched by two Tech victories. The meet was held on the board track with 105 points. The frosh won the meet 194 415, to 155, 66, 5, 4, 3. The board was credited with three fouls. The two Tech teams continued in a quiet shape and gave firm results for the future. The results were as follows: T-Tech I, Tufts; T-Tech II, Tufts; T-Tech III, Tufts; T-Tech IV, Tufts; T-Tech V, Tufts.

Frosh Trackmen Overwhelm Tufts Ready, Silva Star As Tech Riders Fall Ahead In Meet At Medford

Featuring the brilliant running of Raymond J. Henry, the Tech track team ran the Tufts frosh 29 29 last Friday at Tufts. Henry won the 200 yard dash in 21.4, the second fastest time ever run on the Tufts track field. The track record of 21.2 had been established last year by a Tufts varsity man. Jointly Silva continued his brilliant stroke taking the first and second places. The whole team continued in splendid shape and gave fine results for the future.
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The rest of the individual accomplishments are as follows:

MAISON
1. Robert Ireland, june
2. Hubert Clench, june
3. William, Dunbar, May
4. Charles, Mann, March
5. John Robinson, May
6. McLean, March
7. Paul, Wills, March
8. Richard, May
9. John, March
10. John, March
11. John, March
12. John, March
13. John, March
14. John, March
15. John, March
16. John, March
17. John, March
18. John, March
19. John, March
20. John, March

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
3:30 P.M. Physical Society Meeting-Room 4-D70.
3:45 P.M. Athletics Meeting-East Lounge.
3:00 P.M. Swim Club Dinner-Family Room.
5:00 P.M. Senior House Dinner-North Hall.

THURSDAY, MARCH 2
3:15 P.M. C.S.O. Meeting-Room 4-D70.
3:45 P.M. A.L.C. Dinner-North Hall.
3:00 P.M. Clos 1911 Dinner-Family Room.
6:30 P.M. Society of Military Engineers-Grill Room.
1:00 P.M. A.D.C. Meeting-Dutch Room.

The WALKER CAFETERIA
Offers You The Best In
FOOD, CLEANLINESS, SERVICE AND QUALITY

Complete Dinners .50
WIDE SELECTION

SAVE 10% BY USING COUPON BOOK

The Perfect Combination
gets the call...

Chesterfield gets the call from more and more smokers every day because of their refreshing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.

The perfect combination of Chesterfield's mild ripe American and aromatic Turkish tobaccos... the can't-be-copied blend... makes Chesterfield the cigarette that gives millions of men and women more smoking pleasure.

When you try them you will know why Chesterfield gives more smoking pleasure, why THEY SATISFY...